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High-power brain scans reveal sodium changes in HD
A new brain scanning technique reveals high sodium levels in HD brains. How might this
help clinical trials?
By Dr James Cole on August 22, 2012
Edited by Dr Ed Wild
Using a new brain scanning technique for the first time in HD, researchers have found that
people with Huntington’s disease may have increased sodium levels in their brains. But what
does increased sodium actually mean? Why do we have sodium in our brains at all - isn’t it just
salt? And why might a ‘salty brain’ be bad?

Why we need salt
Your average varieties of salt - table, rock, sea and so on - are all made up of the chemical
sodium chloride, or NaCl to those in the industry.
Salt has been a vital part of the diet of humans, and all other
mammals for that matter, since we stepped out of the
primordial soup. The sodium in salt is essential for
maintaining the fluid balance in our bodies - in other words,
making sure that we have the right amount of water in our
blood, other fluids and cells to keep things ticking over
nicely. Sodium is also used to help transport chemicals in
and out of cells, without which the cells would stop working
properly.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, sodium is crucial for
thinking. By that, we mean that sodium is required for
sending electrical impulses through neurons.

Using a powerful MRI scanner,
this study revealed higher sodium
levels in the brains of people with
Huntington’s disease.

And, like all chemicals found in the body, sodium gets used
up, so we have to keep eating salt or else we would completely grind to a halt.

Too much of good thing?
Salt tastes good to us because it is such an important part of our diet, and our ancestors would
have tried to hunt and gather salty things to eat. However, in the modern world, salt manufacture
has become so efficient that we have access to mountains of the stuff. Around 210 million
tonnes are produced each year, much of which gets added to our food.
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Now, instead of having to seek out rare, precious salt like our ancestors, we actually have to
avoid eating too much, or risk strokes, heart disease and other nasty things.
Like most things in life, too much or too little salt is a bad thing, and we need to try and eat a
balanced amount. But what has this got to do with Huntington’s disease?

Measuring sodium with an MRI scanner
Since the sodium in salt is crucial for to get the brain working, it would be nice to be able to
measure it in living humans. That’s the idea behind sodium tissue concentration imaging.
By cleverly tuning a particularly powerful magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner into the
precise magnetic frequency of sodium atoms, researchers can draw up a ‘sodium concentration
map’ of the living brain. These sodium concentration maps can then be compared between HD
patients and healthy control participants.

Increased sodium in the caudate nucleus?
That’s exactly what some researchers at Jülich Research Centre and Aachen University in
Germany did recently, and their results have just come out in the journal Neuroimage.
The researchers found that the concentration of sodium was
higher in the brains of HD patients, particularly in a brain
region called the caudate nucleus. You may well have
already heard of the caudate nucleus, as it is well-known for
being the part of the brain that is most affected early in HD.
The fact that the sodium imaging research highlighted the
caudate fits in with our current understanding of the HD
brain, and gives us confidence in the accuracy of the
findings.

“

The concentration of
sodium was higher in the
brains of HD patients,
particularly in a brain
region called the
caudate nucleus.

Why so salty?

”

So what might be causing this increase in brain sodium? Well, all cells in the brain usually
contain a moderate amount of sodium, whereas the spaces between cells (full of fluids and
chemicals) have a much higher level of sodium.
Because of the salty environment that our brain cells live in, they constantly need to pump out
excess sodium, in order to maintain the right level. One effect of the mutant huntingtin protein
that causes HD may be to weaken cells' ability to pump out excess sodium. That would cause
sodium levels in HD brain cells to be higher than normal. It could also affect how well the cells
work.
Another possible explanation for the increased sodium concentration in HD is that the mutant
protein is causing brain cells to die. So when the scanner looks at a particular brain area, it will
contain fewer cells, and more of the highly salty fluid between cells. That means that the
average salt concentration in the brain area will be higher.
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How does this help in fighting HD?
Great, so we’ve seen that HD brains are generally saltier. But how might this be helpful in
looking for HD treatments, rather than just an expensive way of measuring salt?
Well, in addition looking at sodium levels, the researchers also measured the size of different
brain areas. While this has been done plenty of times before in HD, they wanted to compare
sodium levels with the sizes of brain regions.
As expected, the highest levels of sodium were found in the brain regions that are already
shrinking in the early stages of HD, such as the caudate nucleus.
However sodium levels also were abnormally high in parts of the brain that were not shrinking,
such as the amygdala.
That might mean that the sodium increases actually happen before any brain shrinkage. This
idea fits in with theories about sodium in HD. If it’s correct, then measuring sodium levels could
be the a good way to detect brain changes at their earliest stage.
What’s more, if we wanted to test a potential HD treatment,
we could see whether the drug helps keep sodium
concentrations at a normal level, to get an idea if the drug is
working long before clinical symptoms start and even before
brain areas start to change in size.
When a measurement tells us something useful about a
disease, we call it a biomarker.

Hang on a moment…
If there’s more sodium than normal in HD brains, does this
research mean I just eat less salt to combat HD?

Levels of sodium were highest in
the caudate nucleus, which is
affected early in Huntington’s
disease.
Image credit: Life Science
Databases

Unfortunately no, it’s not that simple.
The results only show that the sodium is unevenly spread through the brain in HD, which is a
possible sign that things are going wrong. Changing your dietary levels of salt won’t affect this
uneven spread.
There are few other things to bear in mind too, when interpreting the results of this study.
Sodium concentration imaging is really new, and the technique is not as well refined as other
brain imaging methods. The images it produces are much lower resolution, like photos from an
old digital camera. That means that trying to match up the sodium levels to specific brain areas
is not very accurate. Hopefully, the technique will improve with time.
Also, this research was only done in a small group of thirteen Huntington’s disease patients and
thirteen controls. Research in much bigger groups needs to be done before we can say for sure
that sodium is higher in HD brains.
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And finally
It’s early days for research using sodium imaging in Huntington’s disease. However, this
research is innovative and shows interesting results that fit with our understanding of brain
problems in HD. If more people decide to use this approach, and test bigger groups with more
refined methods, then the saltiness of the brain could become a biomarker of treatment
response in HD.
The authors have no conflicts of interest to declare. For more information about our disclosure
policy see our FAQ...

Glossary
magnetic resonance A technique using powerful magnetic fields to produce detailed
images of the brain in living humans and animals
huntingtin protein The protein produced by the HD gene.
biomarker a test of any kind - including blood tests, thinking tests and brain scans - that can
measure or predict the progression of a disease like HD. Biomarkers may make clinical trials
of new drugs quicker and more reliable.
Amygdala A small brain area, in the temporal lobe, important for emotions and response to
fear.
nucleus A part of the cell containing genes (DNA)
neuron Brain cells that store and transmit information
Sodium A chemical element found abundantly on planet earth, in rocks, plants and animals
(including humans). The main constituent of salt, AKA sodium chloride.
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